
ARE YOUR
ACTIONS TRULY
INCLUSIVE?

COP26

TIME TO REFLECT…



THIS IS WHAT REALLY MATTERS TO BRING
INCLUSIVITY IN CLIMATE ACTIONS

Enable and support participation and

engagement by young women, rural women

farmers, farmers in general, disabled and

indigenous people

Take a long-term approach to inclusive

climate action 

Consider inclusivity of diverse

vulnerabilities, to build their respective

resilience to climate change

Ensure REAL inclusive and systemic

engagement and co-ownership of climate

action: putting those that have no power or

are disadvantaged at the centre of decision

making regarding climate policies,

approaches, initiatives, actions and projects 

Consistently identify holistic solutions,

with multiple benefits 

Develop and implement climate actions

that directly benefit low-income, under-

represented, and vulnerable communities

Support local climate solutions: There is an

urgent need for all stakeholders to support

marginalised and local communities, to scale

up their engagement with climate and

adaptation responses

Build better cohesion of climate change

projects, to minimise duplication and take

an integrated approach, driven by the needs

of people on the ground 

Actively support inclusive participation at

climate-related policy engagement

processes 

Develop KPIs for inclusive climate action,

to assess and demonstrate inclusivity in

..........

policies, actions and projects, in terms of

design, development, implementation and

monitoring

Finance needs to be inclusive, supporting

easier and more direct access for

communities to finance local solutions,

resources need to reach communities on the

ground. We need specific context indicators

that capture progress at the local and

national level in terms of resources allocation

Ensure that resources reach the intended

communities/beneficiaries by enforcing

transparency in the use of resources by

all players. Consolidate and embed

accountability and transparency by

stakeholders 

Apply inclusive communication, education

and information exchange at local level,

to enable people on the ground to engage

actively in developing climate solutions.

Democratise the form, content and tools of

communication to ensure accessibility

(including langauge) by all, by finding the

most effective ways to reach communities to

form a social compact 

Increase inclusivity in technology

development and transfer

Support synergies and ecosystems, by

forming inclusive partnerships amongst

government, business, NGOs and vulnerable

communities 

Measure the impact of inclusive climate

action and adjust as needed

 

WHAT IS INCLUSIVE CLIMATE ACTION? 

Minimising the effects of climate change on the most vulnerable people and communities

(women, rural women farmers, youth, disabled people, elders, indigenous people)

Ensuring the equitable distribution of both the benefits and burdens of climate action

Engage the voices of a wide range of stakeholders (from the bottom up)

Design supportive policies, and distribute policy impacts equitable

An agile, scalable approach that will bring equitable, inclusive benefits – social, economic and

environmental – across all of society, leaving no one behind

Equitable climate adaptation and mitigation actions benefit all, bringing further

transformational change (improved health outcomes, natural resource management,

increased livelihood and economic opportunities

Inclusive climate action involves:

What does this entail? Inclusive climate action involves actors at all levels, from international

forums to national and local policy and projects. This requires that we:

What are the impact and outcomes?

True inclusivity required a CHANGE A MINDSET

by all decision makers and climate change

actors

It is about CHANGING OUR WAY OF THINKING

AND BEHAVING

IMPLEMENTING ICA REQUIRES A

CULTURE CHANGE TO ADDRESS

CLIMATE CHANGEInto climate change processes, governance,

policies, initiatives, programmes, projects,

actions, activities, impacts, and thinking.

Inclusivity is required at all stages of decision-

making, including consultation, planning, design

and implementation, and monitoring, evaluation

and review of impacts.  

INCLUSIVITY HAS TO BE

MAINSTREAMED IN EVERYTHING

Various stakeholders need to improve their

approach to inclusivity, including governments,

NGOs, International Organisations, donors,

funders, investors, development partners,

private sector actors – everyone.

BY ALL ACTORS

Inclusive climate action takes different forms at

different levels, from international platforms, to

national policies, to local projects

AT ALL LEVELS OF INTERVENTIONS



SO WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU?
The question now is to you: are you being truly inclusive in your climate actions?

 
Time for you to reflect, challenge yourself, and change your thinking and approaches

It is up to you to bring true inclusivity into climate change actions

Time to think, change your behavior and be amazed by what true inclusivity can leverage

Without true inclusivity in climate action, we will fail the most vulnerable communities

You can be the change agent – you have to be the change agent

It is time to listen more to the voices who matter the most

It is time to co-create with these voices

Are you hearing them, are you listening, are you understanding them?

It is time to co-develop climate action with them

This brochure was co-created with African

Stakeholders, as part of a project which seeks to

strengthen and promote the voices of African

countries prior to and subsequent to the 26th

Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC.

The development of this material has been

funded by Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung. The

views expressed do not necessarily reflect

the official policies or views of Konrad-

Adenauer-Stiftung.

Strengthening the Participation of African non-

Party Stakeholders in the UNFCCC Processes

Visit https://sites.google.com/view/african-non-

party-stakeholders/

Follow the initiative on Facebook -

https://www.facebook.com/Africannpstakeholders

https://sites.google.com/view/african-non-party-stakeholders/
https://www.facebook.com/Africannpstakeholders

